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The symmetric title reaction CH3 + CH4f CH4 + CH3 is studied using quantum scattering theory. Quantum
dynamics calculations are performed in hyperspherical coordinates with a two-dimensional effective potential
energy surface consisting of an analytical 18-parameter double Morse function fit to ab initio data at the
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//MP2/cc-pVTZ level of theory. Spectator modes are treated adiabatically by inclusion of
projected zero-point energy corrections in the effective potential. The close-coupled equations are solved via
R-matrix propagation. Energy and J-shifted thermal rate constants are compared to experimental data and
highlight the importance of quantum tunneling. Oscillating reactivity and metastable bound state resonances
are observed in the cumulative and state-to-state reaction probabilities. State-to-state differential and initial
state-selected integral cross sections are presented and discussed. Primary and secondary kinetic isotope effects
for two symmetric deuterated variants of the title reaction are also presented.

Introduction

Reactions of the type CH3 + RHf CH4 + R are thought to
be essential for hydrocarbon combustion and thermal decom-
position processes.1 Despite their importance, many of these
elementary hydrocarbon reactions are not well understood. As
accurate characterization of the rate constants for elementary
hydrocarbon reactions is important in modeling the mechanism
of combustion processes, continued detailed quantum analyses
of these reactions are therefore important for the development
of reaction models.

The symmetric hydrogen exchange:

is the simplest reaction of type CH3 + RH, and has been used,
in combination with the methyl + ethane reaction, as a model
from which to interpret the properties of the entire reaction
class.2 This heavy-light-heavy (HLH) reaction has been the
focus of many previous experimental and theoretical charac-
terizations. Several experimental studies have been done on this
system and isotopic variants,3-7 although, because of symmetry
considerations, all of these experiments were indirect measure-
ments involving derivation of a suitable rate constant by
comparison with the rate of a well-characterized reference
reaction. Kerr and Parsonage,8 and Arthur and Bell9 both
independently presented useful evaluations of kinetic experi-
ments prior to 1974 and 1977, respectively. Kerr suggests a
“best” estimate of the thermal rate constant on the order of 10-19

to 10-17cm3 molecule-1 s-1 (450-800 K), with up to 30%
estimated error limits.

Numerous electronic structure and transition state theory
(TST) studies have also been done, both in isolation and as a
foundation from which to consider larger hydrocarbon hydrogen
abstraction processes.2,10-17 The most sophisticated treatment

of the reaction rate of the system was recently presented by
Kungwan et al., who reported the importance of tunneling to
the reaction rate by a canonical variational transition state theory
(CVT) study with a small curvature tunneling (SCT) correction.2

The large quantum tunneling contribution, in combination with
uncertainty in the experimental data, suggests the need for a
higher order quantum treatment of the system to accurately
predict reaction rates. This is especially true in the low
temperature regime where, to the best of our knowledge, no
experimental data exists. This study focuses on characterizing
the reaction kinetics and reduced dimensionality (RD) quantum
dynamics of the title reaction (1) and two deuterated variations,
probed to investigate primary (2) and secondary (3) kinetic
isotope effects (KIEs):10

In addition to the importance of characterizing the rate of the
title reaction, the system also presents the opportunity to extend
the application of an RD method hitherto restricted primarily
to atom-molecule collisions.18-21 While full dimensional
quantum scattering calculations produce exact detailed kinetic
and dynamical information, inclusion of the full 3N - 6 internal
degrees of freedom—in combination with treatment of molecular
rotation—is not feasible in a method requiring the explicit
computation of state-to-state transition probabilities.22 This
computational bottleneck is augmented by the problem of
accurately describing the multidimensional reaction potential
for the system; expensive full 3N - 6 dimensional potential
energy surfaces (PES) are mainly restricted to systems of four
atoms or less,22,23 although full potentials have, for example,
been developed for reactions involving up to nine atoms.24

TST and modifications thereof have been extensively used
to model reaction kinetics where the number of degrees of
freedom exceeds the capacity of full dimensional scattering
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techniques. TST-based methods, although inherently classical
in nature, may be viewed as a hierarchy upon which successive
inclusion of sophisticated quantum tunneling corrections bridges
the gap to accurate quantum scattering theory results.25 Quantum
RD methods combine the accuracy of exact calculations for a
subset of active degrees of freedom with the efficiency of TST
approximations for the remaining, spectator modes.26,27 RD
methods are therefore an improvement upon TST approaches
in describing the influence of quantum effects, such as hydrogen
tunneling and high-temperature recrossing, on the reaction
kinetics.

The two-dimensional (2D) method implemented here has been
applied successfully in a number of recent studies,18-20,28

including the HLH reaction Cl + HCH3.21 The method is
essentially an extension to higher dimensions of the Bending
Corrected Rotating Linear Model (BCRLM) of Walker and
Hayes,29 defined by a collinear reaction path, linear rigid rotor
treatment of total molecular rotation, and adiabatic energy
corrections for the 3N - 8 spectator modes not treated explicitly
in the quantum scattering calculations. A recent improvement
of this method was the incorporation of an ab initio-driven
development of a 2D PES.18 Subsequent method development
in rigorously determining the adiabatic zero-point energy
corrections (ZPEs) for the spectator modes has dramatically
improved this ab initio RD approach.30

This paper is presented as follows: the 2D Hamiltonian and
hyperspherical coordinate systems are defined, development of
the potential surface is discussed, and solution of the close-
coupled equations is presented. Results and conclusions are
subsequently given.

Background Theory

Hyperspherical Coordinates. The 2D method implemented
here relies on division of the system internal degrees of freedom
into two distinct subsets: the two active modes associated with
bond formation and breaking that are treated explicitly in the
quantum scattering calculations, and the remaining 3N - 8
spectator modes that are treated via an adiabatic correction with
an effective PES.18 For the purposes of this work, we will refer
to all internal motions as vibrations.

Active-mode vibrations are described in hyperspherical
coordinates, according to motion in the hyperspherical angle δ
and the hyperspherical radius F. The use of these coordinates
in the present case is justified by the HLH nature of the reaction:
adiabatic separation between the “slow” variable F (approxi-
mately pertaining to the heavy atom separation) and the “fast”
variable δ (approximately the separation between the transferring
hydrogen and the abstracting species) increases as the skewing
angle, δmax, decreases.31 Hyperspherical coordinates have the
additional advantage of allowing a smooth description of the
reaction system as it traverses along the reaction path, although
coordinate transformation is necessary for the accurate applica-
tion of boundary conditions. Hyperspherical coordinates are
defined according to the usual convention from the product
Jacobi coordinates shown in Figure 1.

R1 is defined as the center of mass distance between the two
product species, CH3(1) and HaCH3(2), while R2 is given as
the distance between the center of mass of CH3(2) and Ha. The
hyperspherical radius, F, and angle, δ, are calculated according
to

where the reduced masses are defined as18,32

with skewing angle, δmax:

Hamiltonian and Method Outline. The RD Hamiltonian
operator for the active modes (scaled by F-3/2 for ease of
solution29) is given as (in atomic units)

Solution of the time-independent RD Schrödinger equation is
achieved as follows. A grid in hyperspherical coordinates of
high-level ab initio calculations is developed, and spectator-
mode ZPEs are determined after projecting contributions from
the active modes out of the Hessian. These ZPEs are then added
to ab initio energies, and an analytical function is fitted to the
resulting grid. The close-coupled equations are solved via the
R-matrix propagation method of Stechel, Walker, and Light,33

and the application of approximate boundary conditions affords
a simple approach to the evaluation of the reaction probability.
These steps are outlined in the following sections.

System Energetics

Stationary Points. All stationary point geometry optimiza-
tions and frequency calculations were performed at the MP2/
cc-pVTZ level of theory with CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ single-point
energy calculations. Calculations were run with the Gaussian

Figure 1. Product Jacobi coordinates for the CH3 + CH4 reaction.
Ha transfers from CH3(1) to CH3(2) along a collinear abstraction
pathway.
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03 electronic structure package,34 and symmetry constraints were
not imposed at any point. Stationary point geometries (Figure
2) and frequencies (Table 1) are in good agreement with
previous theoretical studies, including QCISD/cc-pVDZ char-
acterization of the transition state (TS).2 Reactant molecules are
optimized separately by assuming infinite separation in the
asymptotic region. Reaction energetics are shown in Table 2,
where ∆V is given as the energy difference between the TS
and the reactants, and ∆Va

G is the corresponding zero-point
corrected energy difference. An intrinsic reaction coordinate
(IRC) calculation confirmed the absence of any other stationary
points along the minimum energy path (MEP) and the presence
of a collinear reaction pathway. Rotational symmetry numbers
(σ) and moments of inertia (I) are given in Table 3.

Potential Energy Surface Development. MP2/cc-pVTZ//
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ ab initio grid points were obtained by
constraining molecular geometry at fixed values of R1 and R2

while allowing all spectator modes to relax. Grid points were
generated for δ values in the interval δ ) 0 f δmax at fixed
slices of F ranging from the F ) 8.87 TS to an asymptotically
large value of F ) 15. Grid points along the MEP (determined
via an IRC calculation), as well as approximately perpendicular
to the MEP at the TS saddle point (from F ) 7.4 to F ) 15),
were obtained. The symmetry of the title reaction was used such
that only 1/2 of the necessary grid calculations for a nonsym-
metric system were required.

TABLE 1: Harmonic Frequencies for Stationary Points at the MP2/cc-pVTZ Level (in cm-1)a

species frequencies

CH3 486.2 1445.4 1445.5 3177.9 3368.9 (2)
CH4 1350.1 (3) 1586.3 (2) 3075.0 3210.8 (3)
CD3 376.9 1063.5 (2) 2248.0 2510.8 (2)
CD4 1020.5 (3) 1122.1 (2) 2175.2 2377.3 (3)
CH3D 1193.3 (2) 1344.3 1522.1 (2) 2321.3 3115.0 3210.5 (2)

TS1 (pre) 1949.8 i 48.5 322.5 (2) 540.8 706.2 (2) 1164.5
1197.7 1375.7 (2) 1463.1 (2) 1489.9 (2) 3109.2 3110.6
3257.4 (2) 3257.8 (2)

TS1 (post) 48.5 322.5 (2) 706.2(2) 1052.3 1074.6 1375.7(2)
1463.1(2) 1489.9(2) 3090.0 3109.2 3257.4(2) 3257.8(2)

TS2 (pre) 1454.0 i 48.5 295.8 (2) 540.8 706.2 (2) 1098.1 (2)
1154.5 1164.5 1462.9 (2) 1463.1 (2) 3108.8 3110.6
3257.4 (2) 3257.8 (2)

TS2 (post) 48.5 295.8 (2) 706.2 (2) 1052.3 1070.8 1098.1 (2)
1462.9 (2) 1463.1 (2) 3090.0 3108.5 3257.4 (2) 3257.8 (2)

TS3 (pre) 1434.5 i 34.3 228.6 (2) 477.0 528.7 (2) 897.0
927.1 1012.8 (2) 1065.5 (2) 1066.5 (2) 2212.4 2216.7

2419.4 (2) 2420.0 (2)
TS3 (post) 34.3 228.6 (2) 528.7 (2) 744.4 820.7 1012.8 (2)

1065.5 (2) 1066.5 (2) 2185.8 2212.2 2419.4 (2) 2420.0 (2)

a Multiplicities in parentheses. TS frequencies are given prior to (pre) and following (post) projection out of explicitly treated vibrational
modes. TS1, TS2, and TS3 refer to the TSs of reactions 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

Figure 2. Reaction stationary points for the CH3 + CH4 reaction. Bond
lengths and angles given in a.u. and degrees, respectively.

TABLE 2: Single-Point Energies and ZPEs for Reaction
Stationary Points at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//MP2/cc-pVTZ
Level

energies ZPE

Molecular Energies (in hartree)
CH3 -39.760937548 0.030283
CH4 -40.438068280 0.045404
CH3-Ha-CH3 (TS) -80.170094430 0.074990
CD3 -39.760937548 0.0222811
CD4 -40.438068280 0.0333135
CH3D -40.438068280 0.0424771
CH3-D-CH3 (TS1) -80.170094430 0.0734312
CD3-D-CD3 (TS2) -80.170094430 0.0552778

Reaction Energetics (in kcal/mol, quantities defined in text)
∆V (TS1) 18.1421769
∆Va

G (TS1) 17.70480278
∆Va

G (TS2) 18.56329853
∆Va

G (TS3) 17.93218085

TABLE 3: Rotational Moments of Inertia (amu × bohr2)

species point group σ Ia Ib Ic

CH3 D3h 6 6.23157 6.23224 12.46381
CH4 Td 12 11.30851 11.30851 11.30851
TS1 D3d 6 23.59303 218.16295 218.16295
CH3D C3V 3 11.30851 15.29260 15.29260
CD4 Td 12 22.59964 22.59964 22.59964
CD3 D3h 6 12.45357 12.45491 24.90848
TS2 D3d 6 23.59302 218.16294 218.16294
TS3 D3d 6 47.14981 285.72845 285.72846
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The T1 diagnostic35-37 was evaluated for each single point
CCSD(T) calculation to judge the applicability of a single
reference approach. The diagnostic was seen to range from
values of 0.01 in the interaction region to 0.06 for large F,
indicating that the accuracy of the system energy decreases in
the asymptotic region. However, the T1 diagnostic values in
the interaction region and along the MEP remained below the
recommended 0.02 value37 and thus justified the use of the
CCSD(T) single reference energy method.

Adiabatic correction via an effective potential requires that
each grid point energy value includes a ZPE for the spectator
(but not active) modes. The contribution of the active modes
was projected from the Hessian for nonstationary points in
curvilinear internal coordinates according to a recently devel-
oped method;30 to apply this method, four additional partial
geometry optimizations were performed for each grid point for
( 0.001Å R1 and R2 perturbations.30 This implementation
assumes that projection of the hyperspherical coordinate specta-
tor modes can be adequately approximated by projection relative
to fixed Jacobi coordinates. The improvement of using this
projection scheme in comparison to a rectilinear projection
method38 is considerable, and comparison of the two approaches
for this system will be the focus of future work.

The effect of projection of active mode contributions in the
rectilinear approach can be shown in Table 1, where the original
and projected harmonic frequency TS values are shown. [As
the TS is a stationary point, the curvilinear and rectilinear
projection schemes should yield identical results. However, as
the choice of coordinates used in application of the curvilinear
projection neglects internal rotation, the smallest mode of 48.5
cm-1 is absent. For the surface grid points, the approximation
is made that this mode has minimal contribution; however, in
evaluation of the partition functions for determination of reaction
rate, the full 3N - 6 modes of the rectilinear projection scheme
are used.] In general, there is little coupling between active and
spectator modes, thereby validating the application of the 2D
method described here. However, projection of -1949.8i and
540.7 cm-1 modes does reduce modes at 1164.5 and 1197.7
cm-1 by 9.6% and 10.3%, respectively. These modes correspond
to the umbrella motion of the CH3 groups (with vibration of Ha

for the 1197.7 cm-1 mode), and therefore some degree of
coupling with the active modes is expected. There is also minor
coupling associated with the symmetric CH3 stretch at 3110.6
cm-1 due to motion of the carbon atoms along the D3d axis,
which leads to a 0.6% reduction in frequency wavenumber upon
projection. The reduction of these three modes due to coupling
likely causes a decrease in the ZPEs across the potential, V(F, δ)
(i.e., 5.8 × 10-4 a.u. at TS).

ZPE-corrected grid points were fitted to an analytical function
adapted from a previously used form.18 Modification of this
potential function can be performed with the retention of four key
properties: (i) the presence of a saddle point at the TS, (ii) double
Morse behavior as Ff ∞, (iii) V(F, δ)f ∞ as δf 0 (δmax), and
(iv) V(F, δ) f ∞ for F < FTS, such that asymptotic values are
approached with the correct form based on physical behavior. The
general form of the modified 35-parameter potential function is
given in eq 12, expressed in terms of functions in F defined in
Table 4. For the symmetric title reaction and both deuterated
systems, symmetry about δmax/2 was used to simplify the form of
the potential (Table 4), such that only 18 parameters were required.

Low-energy scattering calculations require an extremely accurate
potential fit for energies below the sum of the incident translational
energy and the initial internal energy of the reactant species (E0).
Each potential surface was therefore fitted via a least-squares

TABLE 4: Potential Energy Function Definitions (For Symmetric Systems, f(G) ) f ′(G), g(G) ) g′(G), and c ) c′)
expression description

f (F) (1 + c1(F)c2ec3(F))c4
TS location

f ′(F) (1 + c18(F)c19ec20(F))c21

g(F) c5 + c6F + c7F2

well width
g′(F) c22 + c23F + c24F2

h(F) ((c8 + c9F + c10F2) - log(c11 + c12F + c13F2))/(c14 + c15F + c16F2)
δmin locationh′(symm) δmax - h(F)

h′(asymm) ((c25 + c26F + c27F2) - log(c28 + c29F + c30F2))/(c31 + c32F + c33F2)

c c17
well depth

c′ c34

c″symm c18 Z-translation
c″asymm c35

V(F, δ) ) f(F)[(1 - eg(F)(h(F)-δ))2 - c] +
f ′(F)[(1 - eg′(F)(δ-h′(F)))2 - c′] + c′′ (12)

Figure 3. Fitted V(F, δ) (lines) and ab initio grid data (points) for
values of F approximately pertaining to the asymptotic and interaction
regions.
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procedure39 following modification of individual parameters by eye
and on the basis of physical significance (Table 4) to best reproduce
the ab initio data. Convergence of the fitting procedure was
monitored by evaluating the sum of the squared residuals (RSS),
with adequate potential fits corresponding to RSS values on the
order of 10-4 to 10-3. For the deuterated reactions, determination
of an adequate surface required a serial fitting procedure,21 in which
input parameters for a least-squares algorithm39 were cycled through
data sets capping the energy at subsequently lower values, above
the level of the maximum energy accessible as a result of incident
kinetic energy. For the title reaction, the potential yields an RSS
value of 9.17 × 10-4, and a total of 69 CCSD(T) calculations (138
grid points) were used in the fit. A visual representation of the
quality of the fit is given in Figure 3. The symmetry of the potential
function is shown in a contour diagram of the function in the
interaction region (Figure 4). RSS values for deuterated reactions
2 and 3 were determined to be 1.18 × 10-3 and 1.49 × 10-3, with
114 and 116 ab initio grid points used, respectively.

The parameters used for the title reaction surface are shown
in Table 5 in addition to the surface parameters for deuterated
reactions 2 and 3.

Scattering Theory

Solution of the Close-Coupled Equations. Once V(F, δ) has
been established, the scattering Hamiltonian is solved by the
inelastic scattering R-matrix propagation technique of Stechel,
Walker, and Light.33 The hyperspherical coordinate space is divided
into even width sectors in F, and, at the center of each F sector
(Fi), adiabatic separability between F and δ is assumed. Therefore,
the δ-dependent Hamiltonian:

is diagonalized using a discrete variable representation (DVR) with
a particle-in-a-box basis40 to yield hyperspherical adiabats (εi)
and the δ-dependent wave functions (φk(δ; Fi)). In the event

of exact degeneracy, symmetrization of the DVR basis
eigenfunctions is required in order to explicitly treat gerade
and ungerade combinations of states.41 In this study, degen-
eracy was instead lifted by adding a slight perturbation to
V(F, δ) for δ > δmax/2 (1 × 10-5 a.u.).

The expectation value of δ, 〈φk(δ; Fi)|δ|φk(δ; Fi)〉 is used to
classify the wave function state, k, as corresponding to reactant
(〈δ〉 > δmax/2) or product (〈δ〉 < δmax/2) states in subsequent
analysis.

The sector-dependent wave function for quantum state k is
expanded as a function of F within a contracted basis of φk′(δ; Fi)
functions:

where N is the size of the contracted basis, set to be larger than
the number of open channels in the asymptotic region.33

Expressing the wave function in this manner and applying
the remainder of the Hamiltonian operator (eq 11) reduces the
problem to solution of the so-called close-coupled equations:

where the diagonal matrix W is given by (in atomic units)

TABLE 6: Numerical Parameters

parameter final value description

Fmin 7.4 au first F sector (behind TS)
Fmax 15 au final asymptotic F sector
NF 400 number of F sectors
Snum 60 number of F sectors to average Pss′
Nδ 300 size of DVR basis
Emax 2.17 eV maximum incident KE
Einc 0.001 eV energy grid spacing
N 16 contracted basis size
Jmax 250 maximum angular momentum

Figure 4. Contour diagram of the symmetric fitted potential V(F, δ)
for the CH3 + CH4 reaction at hyperspherical coordinate values
surrounding the TS. Relative energies for contour height, E - E0, are
given in eV.

Hδ ) - 1

2µFi
2

∂
2

∂δ2
+ V(δ;Fi) (13)

TABLE 5: Potential Energy Surface Parameters

CH3 + CH4 CH3 + CH3D CD3 + CD4

c1 12.170028 11.887985 11.102742
c2 -0.350508 1.535278 -0.162939
c3 -0.495922 -1.063911 -0.585622
c4 1.013546 -2.488907 1.471863
c5 2.524028 3.373061 2.209390
c6 -0.086213 -0.131556 -0.084292
c7 11.163709 11.459432 10.756782
c8 0.415130 1.105082 1.059908
c9 -0.008680 0.006073 -0.005795
c10 8504.448780 8506.427598 8507.623653
c11 1881.918008 1880.241117 1880.510465
c12 -37.929645 -39.101582 -39.342152
c13 0.016551 3.312355 5.214782
c14 3.122611 1.529358 2.130098
c15 0.052551 0.653112 0.482452
c16 3.034464 3.526320 2.824825
c17 -82.413065 -81.378561 -82.274405
c18 0.324467 0.155136 0.321127

Ψk(F, δ;Fi) ) ∑
k′

N

fk ′k(F;Fi)φk ′(δ;Fi) (14)

d2

dF2
f(F, Fi) + W(Fi)f(F, Fi) ) 0 (15)

Wkk(Fi) ) 2µ(E - εk(Fi) -
3

8µFi
2
- J(J + 1)

2µFi
2 ) (16)
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Equation 15 is solved via an R-matrix propagation scheme,33

whereby the R-matrix, formally defined as the ratio of the wave
function and its outward normal gradient evaluated at the sector
boundary,33,42 is initiated in the interaction region and propagated
through all sectors to asymptotic F. The method requires knowledge
of the overlap matrix between adjacent sectors Fi-1 and Fi, with
matrix elements:

The initial R-matrix propagation is performed for J ) 0, and
the overlap matrices and hyperspherical adiabats are stored for use
in higher angular momenta calculations, which contributes greatly
to the general efficiency of the method.

In the asymptotic region, approximate boundary conditions are
applied directly in hyperspherical coordinates.21,43 The S-matrix is
extracted from the R-matrix by assuming incident (I) and outgoing
(O) wave functions can be expressed as coming directly out of
phase plane waves in F. For sector Fi (where a prime indicates the

derivative of matrix elements with respect to F):

Ikk ) λk
-1/2 exp(-iλkFi) (19)

The elements of the diagonal matrix λ are defined as

λk(Fi) ) �Wkk(Fi) (defined for energetically accessible open
channels only). The probability matrix elements, Pk′k

J (E; Fi), for
a given energy E and angular momentum J, are defined as the
square modulus of the corresponding S-matrix elements. As only
reactive transitions are of interest in this study, only probability
matrix elements corresponding to transitions from initial reactant
states (s) to final product states (s′) are considered. The matrix
P is therefore contracted to remove reactant to reactant and
product to product transitions, and state-to-state reactive prob-
ability matrix elements are hereafter expressed as Pss′

J (E; Fi).
Ideally, Pss′

J (E; Fi) should be evaluated in the final sector only,
thereby removing Fi dependence. However, applying ap-
proximate boundary conditions directly in hyperspherical co-
ordinates can lead to oscillations in the state-to-state reaction
probabilities as a function of sector Fi.44 Therefore the S-matrix
is calculated over an Snum number of sectors in the asymptotic

Figure 5. Cumulative reaction probability (J ) 0) for the CH3 + CH4

reaction (solid line). The ab initio zero-point-corrected barrier height
of ∆Va

G ) 0.768 eV (dashed line) is included to highlight tunneling
probability.

Figure 6. State-to-state reaction probabilities (J ) 0) for s f s′ ) s
for the CH3 + CH4 reaction.

Figure 7. Right: Cumulative J ) 0 reaction probability for the CH3

+ CH4 reaction (solid line). Left: Hyperspherical adiabatic potentials
in the interaction region (solid lines); potential minimum along product
well and potential ridge (potential along F at fixed δ ) (1/2)δmax) (dotted
blue lines); potential saddle point (surface TS) (∆); and predicted
metastable bound state energies (dashed red lines). The energy
correction factor 0.0109 eV is applied to the cumulative reaction
probability to allow correspondence between resonances and metastable
bound state energies; this correction factor is intermediate between the
initial ZPE in the asymptotic region and the ZPE of the infinitely
separated reactants, and is most likely an effect of approximating the
asymptotic region of F as consisting of noninteracting reactant
molecules.

Ok ′k ) 〈φk ′(δ;Fi-1)|φk(δ;Fi)〉 (17)

S(Fi) ) (R(Fi)O′(Fi) - O(Fi))
-1(R(Fi)I′(Fi) - I(Fi)) (18)

Okk ) λk
-1/2 exp(iλkFi) (20)
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region, and the Pss′
J (E) is taken to be the average over the

probability matrix elements in each of the final sectors.
Rate Constant and Cross Section Expressions. All dynami-

cal and kinetic information presented in this study is derived
from knowledge of the S and P matrices. For zero total angular
momentum, summation over product states s′ and subsequently
over reactant states s yields the J ) 0 initial-state-selected
(Ps

J)0(E) ) ∑s′Pss′
J)0(E)) and cumulative reaction probabilities

(Pc
J)0(E) ) ∑sPs

J)0(E)), respectively. Dynamical and angular
scattering information can be gleaned by calculation of the
initial-state selected integral (σs(E)) and state-to-state differential
(σss′(θ)) cross sections:

These calculations require convergence with respect to J.
The total and state-to-state thermal rate constants are calculated

by treating the spectator vibrational modes and the total angular
momentum via energy and J-shifting approximations.22,45,46 In the
energy and J-shifting formalism, the cumulative reaction probability
is given as: Pc

J(E) = Pc
J)0(E - Erot

# -Evib
# ), where Erot

# and Evib
# are

the TS values for the rotational and spectator mode vibrational
energy, respectively. This These assumption modifies the weighting
factor outside the integral over the cumulative reaction probability

function to include a ratio of TS and reactant electronic (Qelec),
vibrational (Qvib), and rotational (Qrot) partition functions:

within the rigid rotor-harmonic oscillator approximation (in SI
units):18

where M is the number of vibrations, ν the vibrational frequency,
kB is Boltzmann’s constant, σ is the rotational symmetry number,
Θ is the characteristic rotational temperature, and I is the moment
of inertia.

Qtrans
rel is the relative translational energy partition function:

The electronic partition functions are taken to be 2 and 1 for
open and closed shell species to account for spin degeneracy,
assuming that the separation between ground and excited
electronic states is large enough to neglect electronically excited-
state contributions.

The TST value of the thermal rate constant is also calculated
in order to analyze the contribution of tunneling to the rate

TABLE 7: Hyperspherical Adiabat Bound State Energies

transition level E (eV)

ν ) 3 0 1.2150
ν ) 4 0 1.4749

1 1.5341
2 1.5780

ν ) 5 0 1.7495
1 1.8072
2 1.8582

ν ) 6 0 2.0299
1 2.0842
2 2.1346

TABLE 8: Thermal and State-to-State Rate Constants (cm3 molecule-1 s-1, Powers of 10 in Parentheses)

T (K) ktot k00 k01 k10 k11 k22 kexp
a

250 1.23(-24) 1.22(-24) 6.20(-27) 6.19(-27) 8.65(-28) 1.01(-31)
298 4.89(-23) 4.81(-23) 2.97(-25) 2.97(-25) 2.27(-25) 4.42(-29)
350 1.16(-21) 1.12(-21) 7.97(-24) 7.96(-24) 1.81(-23) 7.06(-27) 1.17(-21)
400 1.33(-20) 1.26(-20) 1.01(-22) 1.01(-22) 4.31(-22) 3.31(-25) 1.45(-20)
500 5.21(-19) 4.72(-19) 4.68(-21) 4.68(-21) 3.86(-20) 9.16(-23) 4.94(-19)
600 7.22(-18) 6.23(-18) 7.53(-20) 7.53(-20) 8.20(-19) 1.77(-21) 5.19(-18)
800 2.47(-16) 1.97(-16) 3.26(-18) 3.26(-18) 4.18(-17) 4.53(-19) 9.80(-17)
1000 2.43(-15) 1.83(-15) 3.78(-17) 3.78(-17) 4.88(-16) 1.94(-17)
1500 7.01(-14) 4.74(-14) 1.37(-15) 1.37(-15) 1.63(-14) 2.14(-15)
2000 4.77(-13) 2.89(-13) 1.04(-14) 1.04(-14) 1.15(-13) 2.86(-14)

a From ref 8.

σs(E) ) π
qs

2 ∑
s′

∑
J)0

Jmax

(2J + 1)Pss′
J (E) (21)

σss′(θ) ) 1

4qs
2 |∑

J

(2J + 1)Sss′
J PJ(cos θ)|2 (22)

qs
2 ) 2µR(E - εs) (23)

µR )
mCH3

mCH3Ha

mtot
(24)

kss′(T) )
Qint

TS

2πQint
CH3Qint

CH3HaQtrans
rel ∫0

∞
dEPss′

J)0(E)e-E/kBT (25)

k(T) )
Qint

TS

2πQint
CH3Qint

CH3HaQtrans
rel ∫0

∞
dEPc

J)0(E)e-E/kBT (26)

Qint ) Qelec × Qvib × Qrot (27)

Qvib(T) ) ∏
i)1

M

(1 - e-(pνi/kBT))-1 (28)

Qrot(T) )
√π
σ � T3

ΘaΘbΘc
(29)

Θi )
p2

2IikB
(30)

Qtrans
rel (T) ) (mkBT

2πp2 )3/2

(31)

m )
mCH3

(mCH3Ha
)

mtot
(32)
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constant:

The vibrational modes in eqs 25 and 26 are the 3N - 8 pro-
jected modes, while the modes used in eq 33 are the 3N - 7
unprojected modes (excluding the negative TS frequency).
Multiple hydrogen abstraction sites are accounted for in both
the scattering and TST thermal rate constants by the symmetry
number σ in the rotational partition function.

Numerical Details. A series of calculations were performed
to test the convergence of cumulative probabilities and reaction
cross sections with respect to scattering parameters Nδ, NF, Jmax,
and Einc. The hyperspherical adiabats were found to have
minimal oscillatory behavior in the asymptotic region, and
therefore Snum was fixed to the final 15% of NF based upon the
experience of previous studies.18,21 The parameters used in our
quantum scattering calculations are given in Table 6.

Results

Reaction Probabilities and Resonances. Cumulative and
state-to-state reaction probabilities for s f s′ ) s are shown in
Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively. The ab initio barrier (17.7
kcal/mol, 0.768 eV) is included in Figure 5 to highlight the
significance of tunneling for the 0 f 0 transition. The overlap
of the 0 f 0 and 1 f 1 transitions is explained by analyzing
the hyperspherical adiabats (Figure 7), where it is shown that
the saddle point (surface TS) along the potential ridge of δmax/2
is reached just before the higher energy channel becomes
accessible, causing an almost simultaneous opening of the two
channels. Transitions with s′ * s contribute minimally to the
cumulative reaction probability and are therefore not shown.

The state-to-state reaction probabilities (Figure 6) exhibit
oscillating reactivity, a phenomenon studied extensively for
triatomic HLH reactions in classical, semiclassical, and quantum
approximations,31,47 although the feature here is most visible
for the ground-state transition. Oscillating reactivity has been
shown to occur as a result of quantum interference between
wave functions on the asymptotically degenerate gerade and
ungerade adiabatic potentials.31 This same pattern is shown in
Figure 7, although in the current study the hyperspherical
adiabats shown are not true ungerade and gerade states, as the
symmetry was not explicitly treated in the scattering calcula-
tions. The strong resonances31 observed in the cumulative
reaction probability were characterized by solving the Schrö-
dinger equation for the hyperspherical adiabat potentials in a
DVR basis,40 by restricting the F interval of each metastable
potential to less than the value at the local maximum. Computed
energies in comparison to shifted Pc

J)0 show correspondence
between resonances and interaction region bound states, thus
allowing for a semiquantitative description of the metastable
bound states. The energies of the calculated bound states are
given in Table 7. Much research has been done on the bound
states of symmetric triatomic reactions such I + HI, where so-
called vibrationally bonded states have been indicated.48 Al-
though the title reaction shows bound state resonances only for
transitions from ν ) 3 or higher, characterization of these bound
states is useful in providing a means for physical interpretation
of Pc

J)0 with respect to the vibrations of the system’s active
modes. Population of a vibrationally excited metastable bound
state occurs when the incident kinetic energy coincides with

the frequency of vibrational motion in the hyperspherical
coordinate F, corresponding to the trapping of energy in
vibrations involving motion between the two heavy groups,
CH3(1) and CH3(2).

Thermal and State-to-State Rate Constants. The total and
state-to-state thermal rate constants are presented in Figure 8,
Figure 9, and Table 8. The total thermal rate constant is shown
in comparison to TST (this study), CVT/SCT with hindered rotor
(HR) treatment,2 and evaluated kinetic data.8 Deviation of the
scattering results from TST indicate that tunneling plays an
important role in the low temperature region, a conclusion
supported by the fact that the rate constant of the 0 f 0
transition (k0f0), which dominates the total thermal rate constant
k(T) (Figure 8), opens at energies below the ab initio barrier
height. Contributions of nonadiabatic transitions between the
ground and the first excited vibrational states to the total rate

Figure 8. Thermal rate constants for the CH3 + CH4 reaction.
Evaluated experimental kinetic data (∆) and CVT/SCT/HR theoretical
results (dotted line) are taken from Kerr (1976) and Kungwan (2005),
respectively.

Figure 9. State-to-state thermal rate constants for the CH3 + CH4

reaction.

kTST(T) )
Qint

TS

2πQint
CH3Qint

CH3HaQtrans
rel

× kBT × e-∆Va
G/kBT (33)
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constant are greater than an order of magnitude smaller than
the 0 f 0 transition across the entire temperature range.

Figure 8 shows a close correspondence between the evaluated
kinetic data of Kerr8 and the CVT/SCT/HR data of Kungwan,2

but the CVT results are slightly below the experimental and
current values at low temperatures. The 2D quantum scattering
results of the current study agree quite well with the evaluated
kinetic data and represent a significant improvement upon the
classical TST approaches. This improvement is most visible at
low temperatures, although the quantum scattering results also
predict a small degree of high-temperature recrossing not
included in the classical TST models.

Cross Sections. The initial state-selected integral cross
sections (Figure 10) show the opening of the ground and first
excited states in quick succession. The comparatively delayed
opening of the second excited-state channel is consistent with
the energy of its associated hyperspherical adiabat and consistent
with the first large increase in P22

J)0 (Figure 7 and Figure 6,
respectively).

The 0 f 0 differential cross section was also evaluated
according to eq 22. The reaction was found to be exclusively
backward scattering for all incident kinetic energies. A sample
differential cross section is given for E - E0 ) 0.886 eV in
Figure 11, for which maximum differential cross section
amplitude was observed.

Kinetic Isotope Effects. Primary and secondary KIEs were
investigated for reactions 2 and 3 (Figure 12, Table 9). The
difference in reactant rotational symmetry numbers in the
rotational partition function prefactor causes a factor of 4
decrease in the rates of the CH3 + CH3D (k2) reaction in
comparison to the CD3 + CD3 (k3) and the title reaction. Thus,
correction of k2 by a factor of 4 affords comparison of reaction
rate excluding rotational symmetry effects. It is shown that both
substitutions decrease the reaction rate considerably in the low
temperature regime, indicating an expected decrease in tunneling
for transfer of deuterium (Figure 12). However, despite the
higher ab initio barrier height of reaction 2 compared to 3, k3 is
lower than the factor of 4 scaled k2 because of the ZPE
differences on the PES that result in a narrower reaction barrier
and thus increased tunneling. Therefore secondary isotope effects
are seen to contribute—albeit minimally in comparison to the
primary effect—to a decrease in the reaction rate at low
temperatures.

Figure 10. Initial state-selected integral reaction cross section for the
CH3 + CH4 reaction.

Figure 11. 0f 0 differential cross section for the CH3 + CH4 reaction:
shown for 0.886 eV, the energy resulting in the maximum differential
cross section amplitude.

Figure 12. Thermal rate constant comparison for the CH3 + CH4

reaction and deuterium-substituted reactions CD3 + CD4 and CH3 +
CH3D.

TABLE 9: Kinetic Isotope Effect: Ratio of Substituted
System to Title Reaction

T (K) CH3 + CH3D (4k2/k1) CD3 + CD4 (k3/k1)

300 0.0564 0.0199
350 0.0847 0.0400
400 0.1203 0.0663
450 0.1604 0.0968
500 0.2023 0.1296
550 0.2445 0.1636
600 0.2860 0.1976
800 0.4383 0.3255
1000 0.5639 0.4327
1500 0.7718 0.6103
2000 0.8697 0.6975
2500 0.9060 0.7386
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Conclusions

2D quantum scattering calculations were performed on fitted
ab initio PESs for the symmetric hydrogen exchange CH3 +
CH4f CH4 + CH3 and two symmetric deuterium substitutions.
The reaction probabilities and hyperspherical adiabats of the
symmetric title reaction were explored with respect to oscillating
reactivity, and bound states were quantitatively analyzed with
respect to resonances. We find that the 2D method used in this
study compares well with the experimental rate constants. The
KIEs are reported, and only small contributions are found from
secondary KIEs, with the majority of the effects attributed to
substitution of the transferring atom. Finally, it must be noted
that this reaction forms a basis from which to understand
fundamental bimolecular hydrogen transfer reactions, especially
for hydrocarbon systems.2 This study provides additional
dynamical information that might also be relevant in interpreting
the dynamics within its reaction class. The ability to apply an
RD method to a system such as this indicates that treatment of
the two active modes is a good approximation, and this study
is an important step in validating the use of the method for large
HLH hydrogen exchange processes. Application of this method
to bimolecular hydrogen exchange processes will be extended
to larger systems in future studies.
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